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Tracking Mobile Objects with Several Kinects using HMMs and Component Labelling

Amandine Dubois\textsuperscript{1,2} and François Charpillet\textsuperscript{2,1}

\textbf{Abstract}—This paper proposes a markerless system whose purpose is to detect falls of elderly people at home. To track human movements we use Microsoft Kinect camera which allows to acquire at the same time a RGB image and a depth image. One contribution of our work is to propose a method for fusing the information provided by several Kinects based on an occupancy grid. The observed space is tessellated into cells forming a 3D occupancy grid. We calculate a probability of occupation for each cell of the grid independently of its nearby cells. From this probability we distinguish whether the cells are occupied by a static object, a mobile object or by a mobile object (chair, human being) or whether the cells are empty. This categorization is realized in real-time using a simple three states HMM. The use of HMMs allows to deal with an aliasing problem since mobile objects result in the same observation as static objects. This paper also deals with the issue of discrimination between several people in the field of view of camera by using the component labelling method. The approach is evaluated in simulation and in a real environment showing an efficient real-time discrimination between cells occupied by different mobile objects and cells occupied by static objects.

\section{I. INTRODUCTION}

During the last fifty years, the many progresses of medicine as well as the improvement of the quality of life have resulted in a longer life expectancy. The increase of the number of elderly people is a matter of public health because although elderly people can age in good health, old age also causes embrittlements in particular on the physical plan which can result in a loss of autonomy. If we look at elderly people (people of more than 65 years old), we realize that one of the main preoccupations at this age is fall. Indeed by looking at the figures of the INPES \cite{INPES} we notice that one elderly people out of three falls in the year. Our work is related to fall prevention and detection.

Many systems exist to detect falls. One of the categories consists in systems with sensors, that the person wears on her. These sensors are either accelerometer, gyroscopes or goniometers. These various sensors can be integrated in devices detecting the fall automatically, as shown in article of Bourke \textit{et al.} \cite{Bourke}. There exists also systems made of an alarm button, in this case it’s the person who must press herself on a button to alert after the fall. Another category of fall detection devices are the systems using 2D or 3D cameras. For example Jansen \textit{et al.} \cite{Jansen} used a 3D camera in order to classify the pose of a person among an \textit{a priori} set of characteristic poses: "standing", "sitting" or "lying down".

For working on detection falls, we interested us in this last category of devices.

We chose a RGB depth camera, more precisely the Kinect camera. One of the disadvantages of the Kinect camera is its rather reduced field of view. The sensor can maintain tracking approximately 0.7–6 m. However we want to detect falls in parts of an apartment often larger than what the Kinect camera is able to see. Thus to cover a room entirely we should integrate several cameras in the same room.

This article is focused on the problem of human movements tracking with several Kinect. For this, three problems need to be solved. The first one is the fusion of the information provided by the different cameras. The second one is the discrimination between mobile objects and background. The last problem consists in gathering the mobile elements belonging to the same mobile object. This stage makes it possible to identify several people as distinct in the same scene. In earlier work \cite{Dubois}, we presented a method to detect pixels belonging to a mobile object addressing to the two first problems of human movements tracking. This paper extends previous work by addressing the third problem. We identify pixels belonging to the same object.

For making the fusion of the information provided by several 3D cameras, our method is to use a 3D occupancy grid. From the depth image, we create a spatial representation called an occupancy grid. In this representation, the space is divided into cells of a few centimeters with a probabilistic occupation state.

The second problem for tracking persons is to succeed at discriminating mobile objects from the background. Our approach is based on an extension of occupancy grids \cite{Dubois2} using hidden Markov models such that each voxel of the grid is determined by a three state model (the voxel belongs to the background, the voxel belongs to a mobile object, the voxel is not occupied). Our work is related to others. Among them, let us quote Yapo \textit{et al.} \cite{Yapo} who proposed a method to detect 3D objects using LIDAR sensors. Their approach is also based on the concept of occupancy grids. From a probabilistic representation they determine if the voxels are free, occupied or hidden.

The third problem of identification of the mobile objects is carried out thanks to the component labelling method which consist in gathering the voxels belonging to the same mobile object.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II is dedicated to the data fusion of several Kinect cameras. Then, section III describes the method for categorizing the voxels (cells) occupation state. Section IV explains the method to identify
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the different mobile objects. Finally in section V, we present experimental results obtained with our method.

II. Kinect Fusion

We use an occupancy grid as a common coordinate system so as to fusion information from several Kinect cameras.

A. Occupancy grids

Occupancy grids such as defined in the article of Alberto Elfes [5] consist in dividing into cells a 2D or in our case a 3D space. The grid provides a representation of the environment. For each cell $C_i$ (or voxels) we estimate its state, which can be either occupied or empty, from a probability of occupation $P(C_i | r)$. The probability of occupation is the probability of cell $C_i$ to be in state occupied given sensor reading $r$. For the sake of simplicity, each cell is estimated independently of its nearby cells.

B. Calibration of Kinect

The fusion information of several Kinect consists in determining the position and orientation of the different Kinect compared to the common coordinate system (the grid). For that we calibrate the Kinect cameras. The aim of camera calibration is to determine the transformation matrix (represented in Figure 1) between the RGB camera of each Kinect ($K_{RGB}$), between RGB camera and the grid ($K_{RGBGrid}$), between RGB and depth camera of the same Kinect ($K_{RGBDepth}$) and between grid and depth camera ($K_{GridDepth}$). So with all these transformation matrix, the cells of the grid can be projected to the different camera coordinate systems (Kinect) and we will be able to define an observation function for each Kinect presented as in section III-B.

The transformation matrix $K_{RGB}$ and $K_{RGBGrid}$ can be determined with the method of epipolar geometry [7] or chessboard calibration.

The transformation matrix $K_{RGBDepth}$ is known by manufacturer of Kinect (provided by openNI).

The transformation matrix $K_{GridDepth}$ is deduced from previous transformations with the following equation:

$$K_{GridDepth} = K_{RGBGrid}^{-1} \times K_{RGBDepth}$$

III. Classification of Cells

A. HMM models

We want to distinguish mobile objects (chair, human beings) from static objects (walls). We define a cell containing a mobile object as being an occupied cell that has previously been empty. Whereas cells containing a static object are cells that are occupied and that have never been empty. In the classical occupancy grid method the state "empty" or "occupied" is calculated from the probability of occupation $P(r | C_i)$. We can consider the occupancy grid model as a two states HMM with no transitions between states as shown in Figure 2.

$$P(O) = 1 - P(E).$$

We modify the method of occupancy grid. For each cell, we use a three states HMM allowing to represent its dynamic and to determine its state. We remind that each cell is estimated independently of its nearby cells. The three states are:

- the state "O" meaning that the cell is occupied and has always been occupied;
- the state "M" meaning that the cell is occupied but has already been empty at least once;
- the state "E" meaning that the cell is not occupied.

In other words we can write:

- for mobile objects: $C_i = M$
- for statics objects: $C_i = O$
- for cells occupied by object: $C_i = M \lor O$

The representation of this HMM is shown in Figure 3.

$$P(O) = 1 - P(E).$$

Probabilities of transition are $\alpha = 0.01$, $\beta = 0.1$ and $\gamma = 0.4$. 

![Fig. 1. Kinect grid calibration.](image-url)

![Fig. 2. Representation of the occupancy grid model (O: occupied; E: empty). Notice that $P(O) = 1 - P(E)$.](image-url)

![Fig. 3. The same HMM is used to model the evolution of each cell.](image-url)
These probabilities respect the following assumptions:

- the detected cells in state O are regarded as being part of a wall. Consequently these cells have a weak probability of changing state. That’s why the probability of transition of passing from O to another state is very weak. This probability is however not null because there is possibility that the model was mistaken since at the beginning it cannot make the difference between a wall and a mobile object which did not move yet (like a chair);
- when a cell appeared at least once free, there is no possibility for this cell to return to O because it is not a cell belonging to a wall. If not, this cell would have never passed in a free state;
- the difference between a cell occupied in O and in M lies only in the passage or not in the state E that’s why there is no transition between O and M.

B. Observation function

Each voxel $C_i$ is represented by its center of mass, defined by coordinates $(x,y,z)$. We can obtain the distance between this voxel and the camera by projecting the voxel to the camera coordinate system using the camera transformation matrix $K_{GridDepth}$. We denote as $l$ this distance. The distance $d$ of the voxel is compared to the distance $l$ calculated as $d = l - 1$. An observation function is built to evaluate the probability of occupation of the cell from the depth image $P(r|C_i) = f(\varepsilon)$. $f(\varepsilon)$ is represented in Figure 4.

\[
P(r|C_i) = f(\varepsilon) = \begin{cases} 1 & \varepsilon = 0 \\ 0.5 & 0 < \varepsilon < 1 \\ 0 & \varepsilon \geq 1 \end{cases}
\]

Fig. 4. Representation of occupation probability.

Cells are categorized by choosing the maximum a posteriori (MAP), that is to say the most likely state of the corresponding HMM.

\[
P(r|C_i = O) = f(\varepsilon) \\ P(r|C_i = M) = f(\varepsilon) \\ P(r|C_i = E) = 1 - f(\varepsilon).
\]

Cells are categorized by choosing the maximum a posteriori (MAP), that is to say the most likely state of the corresponding HMM.

\[
P(r|C_i = O) = f(\varepsilon) \\ P(r|C_i = M) = f(\varepsilon) \\ P(r|C_i = E) = 1 - f(\varepsilon).
\]

C. Inference

To calculate the probability to be in one of the three states of HMM, we use to the Forward procedure [8]. We don’t use the procedure Backward because we want the result to be given online.

\[
P(r_1, ..., r_N|C_i) = \prod_{j=1}^{N} f(\varepsilon_j)
\]

where $N$ is the number of cameras and $\varepsilon_j$ the error of distance calculated with camera $j$.

Cells are categorized by choosing the maximum a posteriori (MAP), that is to say the most likely state of the corresponding HMM.

Cells are categorized by choosing the maximum a posteriori (MAP), that is to say the most likely state of the corresponding HMM.

\[
P(r|C_i = O) = f(\varepsilon) \\ P(r|C_i = M) = f(\varepsilon) \\ P(r|C_i = E) = 1 - f(\varepsilon).
\]

IV. IDENTIFICATION OF DIFFERENT MOBILE OBJECTS

In this part the aim is to gather the mobile cells belonging to the same object, so it will be possible to distinguish several persons in the same scene.

To gather the mobile objects we used the method «Component labelling» [9]. This method consists in assigning a label (a number) to each cell detected as mobile (state M of HMM). In Figure 6a), the colored cells are cells in state M. Thus in Figure 6b), the algorithm assign a different number to each colored cells. Then the technique is to look for each cell $p$ if one of its neighbors has a smaller number. In this case, one assigns the number of the smallest neighbor to the cell $p$. This operation is shown in figure 6c). The cells at step $t+2$ take the smallest number among their neighbors at step $t+1$. One carries out this operation until there is no more change in the assignment of the cells labels. The Figure 6d) is the last step of the algorithm because the cells labels can’t change. Thus all the cells having a same number will be gathered as being a same mobile object. In Figure 6d) the algorithm has detected two different objects, one object with cell carrying number 1 and another object with cell having number 7.

One key question in this algorithm is what is most judicious distance to consider for defining cell neighbors? Should we limit neighborhood at juxtaposed cells? Or is it necessary it to consider a wider range?

One of the problems if we consider only juxtaposed neighbors of the cell (neighborhood of size 1) is that it is possible that these neighbors aren’t detected as mobile cell. As a consequence the leg or the arm can be cut of the body and the leg or the arm will be identified as an object separated from the rest of the body.
The second solution is to take farther cells in neighborhood, i.e. for cell $C_i$, if we defined a neighborhood of size 2, the algorithm takes the neighbor cells positioned at $C_{i-2}$, $C_{i-1}$, $C_{i+1}$ and $C_{i+2}$. The problem with this method is the risk of integrating cells which don’t belong to the same object.

For illustrating these two methods we can give the following example. Figure 6 shows the case where we considered only juxtaposed neighbors cells. Two object in 6d) were detected. On the other hand if we had considered the neighbor of size 3 in Figure 6d), the two blocks of mobile cells would have gathered in only one object. In section V-B.2 we discuss this problem.

V. RESULTS

A. Simulation

This section describes our method for evaluating the sensitivity and the specificity of the system in a simulated environment. The sensitivity is the capacity to detect mobile objects when they are present and the specificity is the capacity of the system to detect the absence of mobile objects when there is no mobile object.

Figure 7 shows the output of the simulator and the result of the system classification. In order to perform the evaluation, the output of the system should be compared to a reference image pixel by pixel. Since it is impossible to evaluate the system in real conditions due to the fact that we need to index real images, we propose to limit the quantitative evaluation to a simulated environment. We have recorded a simulated human activity in a virtual scene and used these images as a reference. We simulate a Kinect by generating depth and RGB images from the virtual scene. In addition, a reference image that index each pixel in the scene as static or mobile object is also generated. RGB and depth images are supplied to our system to perform the classification. Finally we compare the output of the algorithm to the reference image. Results show a sensitivity of 87.14% and a specificity of 98.52% for a total of 430 frames (73.8M pixels). In spite of good specificity we can notice that there are as many false-positives (pixel detected as mobile whereas the pixel is static) as of true-positives (pixel detected as mobile and pixel is mobile). The problem comes from the fact that in the reference images only 2% of the pixels corresponded to the moving person whereas the other 98% were static objects or background. However visually the mobile points are always near to mobile object. The model has a some inertia and so if a pixel is mobile it takes a certain time before to return a static pixel. Table I shows the number of pixels for static and mobile objects obtained from the simulation and detected by our system.

![Fig. 7. Results in simulation.](image)

B. Behavior in a smart room

We have tested our algorithm in an experimental apartment. Results presented here are qualitative. In Figure 8(a) and 8(b) we see the RGB and depth images. The image sent back by the Kinect is illustrated by Figure 8(c). Black spaces correspond to non reconstructed zones.

1) Results with one camera and one mobile object: We have tested the algorithm with one camera and one person walking in front of the camera. As illustrated by Figure 9(a), walls, furnitures and the ground are correctly detected as static objects represented by green color and the person as a mobile object represented by blue color. We can see that the feet of the person in figure are detected as a static object, it’s due to the size of the voxels (6 cm) and the uncertainty of the observation. The feet of the person are integrated in voxels representing the ground. We can notice that there is very limited noise on the background where

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Detected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pixels: mobile</td>
<td>1294005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pixels: static</td>
<td>1068236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pixels: mobile</td>
<td>190938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pixels: static</td>
<td>71278387</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I

Number of pixels in each category.
(a) RGB image Kinect. (b) Depth image Kinect.

(c) 3D reconstruction of the scene using depth and RGB images.

Fig. 8. Image of Kinect camera.

A few badly positioned blue cubes remain. Moreover the tracking of mobile objects is fast enough to distinguish visually the members (leg, arm) of the person as it can be seen on Figure 9(a). A space without color is present above in the left of this figure. This is due to the size of the grid which is limited here to the perception range of the Kinect.

Fig. 9. Green color: static objects. Blue color: mobile object.

The obstacles in a room don’t disturb the discrimination between mobile and static objects as shown on Figure 9(b).

When we move a furniture, this furniture, previously detected as a static object, is recognized as a mobile object. Figure 10 shows a chair becoming a mobile object. This result is allowed by the transition \((O \rightarrow E)\) which models the fact that a furniture can be moved resulting in new empty space.

After a certain amount of time, it could be interesting to consider a furniture that has been moved as a new static object. This can be realized simply by adding a link \((M \rightarrow O)\) with a small probability \(\gamma_2\) to the transition matrix as illustrated by Figure 11.

2) Results with one camera and several mobile objects:

To test component labelling we realized a situation where several persons were in the field of view of the Kinect camera. The results of this test are showned in Figure 12(a). In this figure we haven’t represented the occupancy grid, nor the scene but only the points representative of the center of mass of each cell of the object. Each group of points detected as one object is represented by a different color.

We said in section IV that to consider neighbor of size 1 is not a judicious choice because the parts of the body can be detected as separate objects. Thus to avoid this defect we increase the neighborhood to 3. But as before said the risk for taking a depth too large is to gather distinct object as shown in Figure 12(b). In this case two persons are in the room but they are too close and are considered as a single object (represented by a same color). When there is more space between the two persons as Figure 12(a), the algorithm correctly detected the two persons as separated mobile objects (as we can see because each object is in a different color).

3) Results with two cameras:

To finish the experiment was then realized with two cameras placed as illustrated in Figure 13(a). We can see that the fusion of several cameras allows to discover more space while increasing the noise around static objects as illustrated in Figure 13. The noise is
due to interferences between the different infra-red images projected by the two camera Kinect.

C. Behavior in realistic conditions

We have tested the algorithm, out of laboratory conditions, in a real apartment. One of the differences is on the level of lighting. The experimental apartment is located in a larger room with wall painted in black and not having windows. Thus lighting comes primarily from the artificial light. We wanted to test the algorithm in a more natural scene. We can see in Figure 14(c) that there are less noise compared to the experimental apartment. But we have noticed that when there is too much sun light on a white surface, the Kinect badly reconstructs the zone which is represented by black color in the lower right corner of Figure 14(a) which is the room where the test carried out. We notice visually that the results are correct, the algorithm detects correctly the person.

VI. CONCLUSION

We presented a markerless system using Kinect cameras in the aim of tracking elderly people at home. First we proposed a system to merge several cameras by using a 3D occupancy grid. Secondly, compared to previous work on occupancy grid we proposed a method to allow the tracking of mobile objects. This method is based on a three states HMM: cell is empty, cell has always been occupied (static objects) and cell is occupied but has already been empty (mobile objects). This three state HMM is a simple yet elegant solution for solving a state aliasing problem (the observation for a static object is the same as the observation for a mobile object). Since each cell is updated independently one of the other, the process can be easily parallelized and implemented in a GPU allowing real-time (30 FPS) tracking with 2 cameras on a 1M cell grid. Thirdly, to solve the problem of distinguishing several persons in the field of view of the Kinect camera, we have implemented component labelling. This algorithm gather the cells belonging to the same object. Results in simulation allowed us to measure the quality of classification performed by the system in terms of sensitivity and specificity. Results on real images concerning the detection of cells occupied by mobile objects are visually satisfying. Concerning the detection of different persons the results are correct in most cases but the algorithm doesn’t adress all the problems. For example, when two persons are too close the algorithm can’t distinguish them. In the continuity of this work we will have to improve this part of the algorithm.

The aim of this project, as said in introduction, is to detect falls of elderly people. In this article, we presented the first
part of this project. It would be necessary in continuation of this work to learn characteristics of a person (as her size...) so as to be able to recognize her, track her and detect her activity (sitting, standing...). The purpose is to learn the habits of a person for thus detecting when an unusual behavior occurs (for example lying on the ground).
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